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The Effects of a Ground Shield on the Characteristics
and Performance of Spiral Inductors

Seong-Mo Yim, Tong Chen, and Kenneth K. O

Abstract—The frequency dependence of the model parameters
of patterned ground shield (PGS) inductors in large part is ex-
plained as a consequence of modeling a distributed system with a
lumped model. The effects of PGS shape and material on inductor
characteristics have been examined and explained. There is an op-
timum area for a PGS to maximize . Using an n+ buried/n-well
PGS, the peak is improved by 25% from that of an inductor
without a PGS while only slightly changing and in compar-
ison to inductors with other PGSs. Having a PGS does not signif-
icantly improve isolation between adjacent inductors when isola-
tion is limited by magnetic coupling since a PGS is specifically de-
signed to limit termination of magnetic fields.

Index Terms—Distributed system, frequency dependence, isola-
tion, spiral inductor.

I. INTRODUCTION

A N ON-CHIP spiral inductor is one of the critical com-
ponents for implementing radio-frequency integrated

circuits such as a low-noise amplifier, a voltage-controlled
oscillator, and an impedance matching network [1]–[3]. One of
the most important parameters of spiral inductors is the quality
factor , which is mainly limited by the loss due to inductor
metal resistance, substrate resistance, and that associated with
induced eddy current below the inductor metal trace [4].

Focusing on the effects of , when in the commonly
used equivalent circuit model shown in Fig. 1(b) is increased to
infinity, the current through becomes zero, and power dis-
sipation in becomes zero and is increased. When
is decreased to zero, power dissipation in becomes zero
again, and is increased [5]. The use of a patterned ground
shield (PGS) between inductor metal trace and substrate in-
creases [6], [7] by reducing while not inducing signif-
icant eddy current which can significantly reduce. The pat-
terned sections of a shield are tied together using a metal con-
nection. It is important to make sure that a loop is not formed in
this metal connection.

In this paper, the effects of ground shield shape and mate-
rial which can be formed in a silicon bipolar process are re-
ported. The extracted inductance model parameter, shown in
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Fig. 1(d), exhibits a stronger frequency dependence for PGS in-
ductors. This frequency dependence ofand the frequency de-
pendence of the series resistance model parameterare ex-
plained as a consequence of modeling a distributed system using
a lumped element model. Additionally, contrary to a previous
report [6], it is shown that isolation characteristics between ad-
jacent inductors are not significantly improved by the addition
of a PGS, when isolation is limited by magnetic coupling [5].

II. EXPERIMENT

Fig. 1(a) shows the 3.25-turn 4.8-nH inductor structure
mostly used in this study. The metal width and space are 10
and 6 m. The metal thickness is 3.0m and separated from
a 20- -cm substrate by 3.0 m. The outer dimension of the
inductor is 250 m 250 m. Under this inductor structure, a
wide variety of patterned ground shields with varying shapes
and formed with metal 1, silicided polysilicon, and nburied
layer has been placed, and its impact has been investigated.
The model parameters of the inductors extracted from mea-
surements are listed in Table I.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OFINDUCTORS

Fig. 1(a) also shows the control inductor (N9) without a
PGS, N10 and N12 inductors with a four-piece poly-PGS and
an eight-piece poly-PGS which has larger gaps or a reduced
PGS area. Fig. 1(c)–(g) shows [8] and the extracted model
parameters for the inductors. Adding the PGS improves the
peak by 25 . The of N10 and N12 are 11 and
7 , respectively, while that for the control inductor is 55.
Another prominent difference between the control and PGS
inductors is that inductance of the PGS inductors decreases
faster with frequency. Over 4 GHz, the of N10 and N12 is
decreased by 17 versus 12% for the control. On the other
hand, of the control inductor changes more rapidly with
frequency and becomes negative at high frequencies. To explain
these sometime seemingly nonphysical results, the impact of
modeling a distributed system using the simple lumped model
is investigated.

IV. DISTRIBUTED MODEL OF INDUCTORS

A spiral inductor is a type of transmission lines [9]–[11] and
can be modeled as sections of magnetically coupled transmission
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Fig. 1. (a) Inductors with a different ground shield area. (b) Commonly used equivalent circuit model for an inductor. (c)Q . (d)L. (e)R . (f) C . (g)R
versus frequency.

lines. In reality, the substrate eddy current effect, skin effect,
proximity effect, their associated distributed effects, and others
should also be included. These make physics-based modeling
of spiral inductors difficult. As a first-order attempt to study the
impact of modeling a distributed system using a simple lumped
element model shown in Fig. 1(b), model parameters for a
section of a distributed -section model have been generated

by scaling down and by , and by ,
and by scaling up by [Fig. 2(a)]. When

, these distributed model parameters are the same as
the lumped model parameters. In real spiral inductors, the
inductors are not symmetric and these sections are not equally
distributed. Therefore, the model parameters of these sections
are not necessarily the same. However, for the purpose of
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TABLE I
MEASUREDPARAMETERS OFSPIRAL INDUCTORS

Fig. 2. (a) Distributed line model. (b) Re-extractedL. (c) Re-extractedR when the original lumpedR andL are 4.2
 and 5.1 nH.

examining the impact of modeling a distributed system using
a lumped model, this approximation should be acceptable.
Treating this distributed model as a lumped system,and

are re-extracted and shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). At low
frequencies, as it should be, the extractedand are the
same for both cases. However, when a distributed system is
treated as a lumped system, extractedand decrease
with frequency like the measured results shown in Fig. 1. The
number of sections was ten. It was found that increasing the
number beyond ten had small effects on the re-extracted model
parameters for the inductors used in this study. In general, the
number of sections should be chosen that the percentage
(%) error (1) should be small.

error (1)

In this expression, is the length of a spiral inductor, and
is the frequency in radian. is expressed in (2), shown

at the bottom of the next page. and in (1) are

For this study, inductors with of 10 and 50 , and
[Fig. 1(b)] of 300 and 600 fF are evaluated. The frequency de-
pendence of increases as is decreased and as is in-
creased, though the dependence on is weaker. As seen in
Fig. 1, of the PGS inductors is larger than that of the control
inductor (N9) while is significantly lower. These can easily
explain the stronger frequency dependence offor the PGS in-
ductors. The re-extracted decreases faster with frequency if

and are increased, and it can become negative. These
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Fig. 3. (a) Inductors formed with a metal-1, metal-2, or metal-3 while using the same polysilicon PGS. (b)L. (c)R versus frequency.

Fig. 4. (a) Inductors with a reduced area poly PGS and with a different current collecting method. (b)Q versus frequency.

can once again explain the measured behaviors ofshown in
Fig. 1(e). For the inductors considered in this investigation, dou-
bling from 300 fF has the same effect as increasing by
a factor of 5 from 10 . For N10 and N12 inductors, when the
PGSs are added, decreases by almost a factor of 5, while
at the maximum, increases by 20 . Because of this, the

effect dominates and the frequency dependence ofde-
creases when a PGS is added.

These also explain the stronger frequency dependence of
and for an inductor fabricated with the metal-1 layer on a
polysilicon PGS with higher compared to those fabricated
with the metal-2 and metal-3 layer using the same polysilicon
PGS (Fig. 3). As the separation between the PGS and inductor
metal trace is decreased, is increased, thus the frequency de-
pendence of and is increased. These effects of modeling
a distributed system with a lumped model, however, cannot ex-

(2)
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Fig. 5. (a) Inductors with a different ground shield area. (b)Q . (c)L. (d)R . (e)C . (f) R versus frequency.

plain the increase in for PGS inductors with frequency at
lower frequencies seen in Fig. 1(e). This is typically attributed
to the skin effect and eddy current loss, which have not been in-
cluded in the models.

V. EFFECTS OFGROUND SHIELD SHAPE

Referring back to Fig. 1, the of the N12 inductor (with
a reduced PGS ground shield area) is slightly higher (around
1) than that for N10 with a four-piece PGS. The of N12 is
decreased by 5 15 fF from that for N10. The fact that the
PGS area of N12 is around 60% of that of N10 increases of
N12 to 11 from 7 . The net effect of these was to make N12
have slightly lower frequency dependentand slightly higher
frequency dependent than that for N10. Based on these, it is
clear that the PGS shape also affect the frequency dependence
of and .

At moderate to high frequencies, of N12 is lower than
that for N10. This explains the slightly higher peakfor N12.
Despite the fact that of N9 is lower, because of the higher

, the peak is lower for N9. Therefore, the reduced area
inductor (N12) has the highest among N9, N12, and N10.
If the area of PGS is reduced too much, will eventually
become too high and should decrease. As seen for the control
inductor with a zero PGS area, because of its highest , it
has the lowest among the three inductors. These mean there
must be an optimum area for PGS to maximize. Among the
three, N12 is the best design.

Fig. 4 compares of inductors with a PGS shape from [6]
(N17) to that of N12. Additionally, a PGS structure in which the
PGS ground current is extracted from the center has been eval-
uated (N5). Since the ground current can be significant, there
can be nonnegligible magnetic energy storage and inductance
associated with the connections for extracting the current. N5
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Fig. 6. (a) Inductor isolation test structure. (b) Lumped equivalent circuit model for the isolation test structure. (c) MeasuredjS j for the isolation structures
using N9, N12, N17, and simulatedjS j for the structure using N12 atR = 100; 500 
 and for that using N9 atR = 500 
 with K = 0.

and N17 have a poly-PGS with 11.6-m-wide bars separated
by 1.6 m. The peak of N5 is slightly higher than that of N12
and N17. Although the differences are small, N5 has the highest

among the inductors with varying PGS shapes considered in
this study.

VI. EFFECTS OFGROUND SHIELD MATERIALS

Fig. 5 shows an inductor with a PGS formed using an n
buried layer (nbl) and an n-well layer (N6), and another inductor
with a metal-1 PGS (N15). The sheet resistance of the buried
layer is 25 . The width and space of the nbl shields are 8
and 4 m, respectively. The width and space of the bars for the
metal-1 PGS (N15) are 11.6 and 1.6m, respectively. ’s of
N6 and N17 are 5 and 25 higher than that for the control

inductor (N9). of N15 is the highest and around 1.6 times
for N9. Among N6, N17, and N15, the frequency depen-

dence of is the weakest for N6 which has the largest separa-
tion between the inductor metal trace and PGS or the lowest.
The frequency dependence is the highest for N15 which has the
smallest separation or the highest. This is once again con-
sistent with the earlier discussion on frequency dependence of

resulting from modeling a distributed system with a lumped
model. N17 has slightly higher peak than N6. N15, how-
ever, has the lowest , because its inductance decreases more
rapidly with frequency due to higher , the peak for N15
is significantly lower than that for N6 and N17. In this bipolar
process, by using a PGS with an nburied/n-well layer combi-
nation, it is possible to improve the peakby 25 with small
changes in the characteristics of and . If a larger can be
tolerated, the peak can be improved slightly more by using a
polysilicon PGS.
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VII. I SOLATION BETWEEN ADJACENT INDUCTORS

It has been suggested that having a PGS can improve iso-
lation between adjacent inductors by30 dB [6]. To investi-
gate the dependence of isolation on the PGS shape, test struc-
tures have been implemented. Fig. 6(a) shows an isolation struc-
ture formed with N17. One of the terminals of each inductor is
grounded. The second terminal of each inductor is connected
to pads and between these two pads are measured. The in-
ductors are separated by85 m. The structure like this can
be found in a differentialLC-tuned voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO). Fig. 6(c) shows of the isolation structures. Con-
trary to the previous report [6], the isolation characteristics are
not significantly affected by the presence of a PGS and PGS
shape. The PGS by design does not significantly perturb the
magnetic field generated by the inductor. This means that if the
signal coupling between the two inductors is magnetic in nature,
then isolation characteristics should not be significantly affected
by the presence of a PGS.

To study this, an equivalent circuit model for the isolation
structure is constructed and shown in Fig. 6(b). Fig. 6(c) also
shows simulated isolation characteristics with and without in-
cluding the magnetic coupling [ 0.037; see
Fig. 6(b)]. In addition to the inductor model parameters dis-
cussed earlier, and are included to model signal
coupling between the two control inductors (N9) through sub-
strate and the capacitance between two inductors, respectively.

and its impact are usually small. The model values were
4.8 nH, 3.6 , 300 fF, 50 , which

are comparable to those of the control inductor. The coupling co-
efficient, was computed using the layout and Greenhouse
formula [12]. The simulated isolation degrades by20 dB or
more at 1.8 GHz, when the magnetic coupling is included.

Fig. 6(c) also shows the dependence of on (100,
or 500 ). When 50 , which is close to that for the
control inductor, if is much greater than 100, it does
not affect . Between 3 and 4 GHz, when (100 )
is comparable to , increases with frequency. The fact
that this rise of is not seen in the measurements suggests
that the is larger than 100 for the control inductor.
The impact of is more complicated for PGS inductors
because of the presence of an oxide layer between the PGS and
substrate. At the same time, the effect should be smaller,
since is much smaller and the oxide layer increases the
impedance and reduces the substrate coupling.

If the effects of coupling through and are ne-
glected (i.e., 0, 0, , and 0), then
the transducer gain or can be estimated as shown in the

equation at the bottom of the page, where is the 50- char-
acteristic impedance. When the frequency goes to 0 and when
it becomes high, the expression is reduced to

As Hz

As high

At low frequencies, as frequency is increased, the coupling in-
creases linearly because of the mutual inductance effect, while
at high frequencies, the coupling decreases with frequency be-
cause at the port 2 shunts the port to ground. These result in
a peak as seen in the measured plots. The difference be-
tween the simulated and the measured is around 2 dB for
the control inductor, which is a good agreement given that all the
frequency dependence of the model parameters are neglected.
These indeed suggest that isolation is limited by the magnetic
coupling and in this limit, having a PGS does not significantly
improve isolation between two adjacent inductors.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

The frequency dependence of the model parameters for
3.25-turn 4.8-nH PGS spiral inductors can be largely explained
as a consequence of modeling a distributed system using a
lumped model. If a distributed system is treated as a lumped
system, re-extracted and decrease as frequency increases.
The frequency dependency of increases as is increased
and decreases a little as is increased. The frequency
dependency of increases if and are increased. PGS
inductors have higher frequency dependency ofand lower
frequency dependency of than the control inductors because
of their higher and lower . Due to these, of PGS
inductors is strongly influenced by its distributed nature, and
this should be factored in during the design process in order
to increase . Additionally, there is an optimum area for PGS
to maximize . Because the connections for ground current
extraction can carry significant current, the magnetic energy
storage and inductance associated with the ground connection
cannot be neglected in designing inductors with a PGS. In the
bipolar process utilized for this study, using a PGS formed
with an n buried/n-well layer combination, it is possible
to improve the peak by 25 with small changes in the
characteristics of and . Isolation between two adjacent
inductors separated by85 m is limited by magnetic coupling
and in this limit, having a PGS does not significantly improve
isolation.
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